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IN Business

Win-Win: Hoosiers Eat Out, Create Jobs
orkplace establishments
identified as “eating places”
are Indiana’s largest
employer, according to tabulations
performed at the finest possible level
of detail on data collected quarterly by
the Indiana Department of Workforce
Development. The eating places
classification covers restaurants and
other establishments preparing and
selling food and drinks for immediate
consumption. The category also
includes caterers and institutional food
service providers. The generic term
“restaurants” will be used here to refer
to the entire classification.
Employment in the restaurant
industry was reported as 192,425 as of
1999’s third quarter, far ahead of the
second-place industry, elementary and

W

secondary schools. Ten years earlier,
the employment standings were
identical, but the restaurant industry
has stretched its lead considerably.
From third quarter 1989 to third
quarter 1999, employment in
restaurants increased by 34,000, while
employment in elementary and
secondary schools fell by 500.
A future Indiana workforce dominated by foodservice workers may
have been a fear in the early 1990s
when the numbers of restaurants and
their workers were increasing at a fast
pace. Between ’91 and ’95, restaurant
establishments and employment both
were growing at an average annual rate
of around 4% for the four-year period.
However, this expansion cooled from
(continued on page 2)

Figure 1: Indiana Growth Rate Comparison, 1989–1999
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in restaurants per capita, behind White,
comparatively small counties? One
IN Business
Steuben and Martin counties. Each of
reason is that the presence of tourist or
(continued from page 1)
1995 through 1999, with the average
these top three counties ranks in the
cultural attractions may pull in the
annual growth rate
dinner crowd from
Figure 2: Restaurants per 1,000 residents, 1999:3
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